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Air valves and vacuum breakers are increasingly deployed in primary pressure surge 
prevention. Their use is highly controversial and their effectiveness highly variable. 
 
This industrial context paper looks at the modelling problems associates with air 
valve/vacuum breaker deployment. The paper considers the range of air valve designs 
available and the modelling approaches used in many standard transient packages.  
 
The paper considers coherent design strategies in the knowledge of problematic issues 
identified with many standard modelling tools available within the industry. 
 
 
 

1 AIR VALVE/VACUUM BREAKER DEVICES 

 
There is a plethora of air release, vacuum breakers, single, double and triple acting 
devices on the market. There are four primary types of device: The single orifice float 
device, the double orifice float device, the double and triple acting kinetic valve, and the 
vacuum breaker(mechanical and float). These vary greatly depending on the liquid in the 
pipeline, and materials used and there is a significant amount of innovation in the air 
valve industry focussing on adding functionality and performance. 
 
1.1 Single orifice air valve 
A typical single orifice air valve will comprise a float element that closes the valve 
usually by lifting a plug into an orifice. Air is allowed to escape from the pipeline when 
the float drops and this occurs when the chamber is full of air.



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
1.2 Double orifice air valve 
A standard double orifice valve incorporates a second smaller orifice and float 
arrangement to allow small accumulations of air to be expelled without the main orifice 
opening. So the double orifice air valve allows: large amount of air to vent during filling 
operations; small amounts of air to vent during working operations; and large volumes to 
enter during pipe emptying/scouring operations or under transient conditions. 
 
The main orifice often includes a vacuum breaker function making the valve a 
combination air valve. 
 

 
Figure 2 Combination air valve (courtesy DeZurik Inc.) 

Figure 1 Single orifice air valve 
(Valmatic) 



 
The figure above shows a float based vacuum breaker in a combination air valve.   
The figure below is a mechanical vacuum breaker. Typically a vacuum breaker is 
designed to start moving as soon as the differential pressure across the valve creates a 
resultant force that allows the valve to open. In contrast, a typical float valve will only 
open once the water is drained from the float chamber. 

 
Figure 3 Vacuum breaker/air valve combination (courtesy Dezurik Inc.) 

Specialist modifications of the air valves include larger chambers 
for sewage and for combination valves such as those shown below. 

  
. 

 
Figure 5 Single body combination air valve  
(double orifice) courtesy of DeZurik Inc 

 
1.3 Triple acting surge control valve 
A widely marketed pressure surge control valve is the dynamic triple acting valve. It 
combines the other functions of air release and vacuum breaking but also incorporates a 
function to reduce the orifice size during rapid expulsion events in the hope that this is 
sufficient to prevent large pressure rises in the system. 
 
These valve’s do have potential applications, but are often deployed where they can have 
little or no benefit. (See “First do No Harm” (2)) 
 

Figure 4 Sewage air valve –
courtesy DeZurik Inc 



 
Figure 6 Triple acting air valve courtesy of Ventomat 

1.4 Manufacturer’s data 
The quality and type of data provided by manufacturers is highly variable in quality and 
nature but generally relates to airflow rates. Sometimes these are specified in terms of an 
equivalent orifice, but it is increasingly common for inflow and outflow airflow 
characteristics to be provided as illustrated below. 

 
Figure 7 Air flow characteristics courtesy of AVK 

 
1.5 Kinetic and Triple acting air valves.  
 
For kinetic and triple action air valves generally similar flow characteristics are provided 
for the normal orifice and the throttling orifice, and occasionally some manufacturers 
provide an indication of what the switching pressure/flow may be. 
 



2 PRIMARY AIR VALVE DESIGN OBJECTIVES 

Air valve selection criteria are a function of the purpose of the air valve. For 
priming/pipe filling purposes air valves are required at regular intervals and at high 
points and appropriate gradient changes. The size and position of the air valves are 
selected to ensure effective and timely expulsion of air during priming, during which 
velocities should not exceed a pipeline velocity 0.3m/s (International Rule of Thumb) for 
the smallest pipe in the network. This velocity translates to an airflow which must pass 
through the valve with minimal pressure differential(circa 0.2bar) and without throttling 
orifices deployed. 
 
Vacuum Breaker air valves are often sized for scouring/emptying flows. In this case 
vacuum breakers are sized to ensure scouring velocities can be reached, vapour pressure 
is avoided and adequate scour velocities are achieved. 
 
Where vacuum breakers are sized for surge protection they are generally sized to keep 
pressures above -0.5bar (not suitable for potable water because of contamination risk).  
However, there is a significant risk involved in allowing air into a pipeline (similar to 
uncoupling a high speed train in motion).  Oversizing a vacuum breaker will allow more 
air into the system than is necessary potentially increasing relative velocities in the 
separated slugs of liquid.  
 
In order to keep pressures at target minimums, vacuum breakers are fitted at regular 
positions on the pipeline however this is creates a risk of air valve interaction, and it is 
important that the modeller checks for the phenomenon. 

3 TYPICAL AIR VALVE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS IN MODERN 
SIMULATION SUITES 

It is important to note that if pressures do not go subatmospheric in a system, it is not 
necessary to model the air valves and vacuum breakers as they will never operate in a 
transient related manner. 
 
3.1 Standard air valve model 
The most common air valve boundary condition in modern commercial software is a 
variation on an air vessel boundary condition in which flow in and out of the air 
valve/vessel is determined either by an orifice flow calculation or with a lookup table 
from the calibrated valve data. 
 



 
Figure Air Valve Boundary Condition after Ben Wylie and Victor Streeter  (4) 
 
This boundary requires: 

● an elevation of the valve ( to determine the pressure differential at the orifice), 
● a laplace coefficient(should normally be between 1.0 and 1.2 as the process is 

likely to approach isentropic with a large heat capacity in the adjacent fluid) 
● orifice flow characteristics   
● initial gas volume (This is the volume of air in the valve at the start of the run. 

This volume will vary depending on the valve geometry and should approach 
zero in a good valve. Most models require a positive input value) 

The boundary condition assumes that the air remains at the air valve and the amount of 
air in the actual pipeline is insignificant, and that the pipeline remains fully primed.  
 
3.2 Level effect 
The problem with the standard air valve boundary is that the set level of the orifice has a 
massive impact on the amount of air drawn into the pipeline. In an actual air valve, as the 
fluid level in the valve draws down, so does the differential air pressure across the valve, 
and the flow reduces. This creates a more realistic air flow model. 
 
This boundary condition requires the equivalent area of the valve body at different levels, 
as well as the fluid level at which the valve closes. 



  
Figure 8 Air Valve level effect 

 
3.3 Triple acting valves 
Some modelling packages incorporate functionality for a triple acting air valve in which 
the expulsion rate of the valve is monitored and if it exceeds a certain rate, the orifice 
condition is adjusted accordingly.  

4 A MISMATCH BETWEEN MODELS AND VALVES 

4.1 Valve characteristics 
From the description of the typical valve boundaries it seems as though there is a 
mismatch between the type of data provided by valve manufacturers and the type of data 
modellers require. 

Furthermore, even for air flow rates, work done in ref(1) shows that there is a significant 
difference between the actual valve performance and the data provided by many 
manufacturers. In addition to this, many manufacturers will not provide any performance 
characteristics and modellers will typically use a nominal orifice flow. 
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Figure 9 Manufacturer's data compared to measure flows (1) 

Even for brand new air valves, the actual performance under negative pressures differs 
significantly from many manufacturer’s data. 
 
Research described in ref(3) shows that valve opening times have an impact on system 
behaviour, and yet no manufacturers provide data on opening times for their air valves. 
Also, the vast majority of commercial software assume instant opening and closing, 
ignoring inertia, geometry, sticky seals, poorly maintained and worn characteristics. 
There is clearly a significant mismatch here between model results and actual site 
behaviour. 
 
Similarly for triple acting surge suppression valves, antislam elements do not operate at 
consistent flows and pressures and with consistent trapped air volumes, and their 
behaviour will therefore vary from the modelled behaviour. Recent research by a leading 
valve supplier identified a 15% standard deviation on the threshold velocity for a high 
quality triple acting valve. 
 
Also, air valve manufacturers rarely provide information on the fluid area in the float 
chamber and residual air volume. Yet this information is often essential to the accurate 
modelling of the valve. The designer is often required to provide a crude estimate of 
these. 
 
In the light of these issues, safe design of surge protection using air valves is highly 
challenging and requires much engineering judgement and a good understanding of the 
limitations of the modelling package used. 
 

 



5 COMMON MODELLING ERRORS 

Many engineers approach transient modelling on the basis that if a commercial package 
provides results, these are likely to be sufficiently for design purposes. This approach  
has resulted in a number of common errors with respect to air valve control of pressure 
transients. 
 
5.1 Draw Down - level effect 
The chart below shows the model results produced by a consultant using a standard air 
valve boundary condition with the air valve modelled above the pipe at the same level as 
the actual valve sits. 

 
Figure 10 MaxMin Piezometric pressures on a simulation without level effect 
modelling 

At first, it seems as though these valves have effectively protected the pipeline, only 
allowing a small drop below atmospheric pressure. However, on closer inspection, it is 
apparent that the minimum surge envelope remains significantly higher than one would 
expect it to with the flow reduction experienced.  
 
Most transient models assume that the pipe remains full, this simulation effectively 
models the water elevation at the orifice and the boundary can behave like an infinite 
water supply at each air valve.  
 
In reality, the fluid level in the valve will draw down. The following chart shows the 
same scenario but with the fluid level drops (Level effect) being calculated. 
 



 
Figure 11 Max Min Piezometric Head on the same system with level effect 

modelling 

The chart shows a far less satisfactory solution involving excessive air valve interaction 
and vapour pressure occurring between air valves. 
 
5.2 Modelled pipe remains full in spite of massive air induction 
Another common error is to fail to account for excessive air volumes entering at the air 
valves. The chart below shows the maximum minimum pressure surge envelope 
generated by a different surge consultant also modelling air valves without a level effect 

 
Figure 12 Max Min Piezometric Head results from a consultant's model 

The chart shows that a combination of an air vessel, and pressure sustaining valve, and 
interim air valves seem to be very effective and controlling minimum pressures. 
However, if too much air enters the pipeline, the model results will cease to be coherent. 
The chart below shows the predicted air volumes at the high points for this simulation. 



 
Figure 13 Calculated gas volumes for consultants model 

The volumes above suggest that 2-300 metres of pipe would be emptied as a result of the 
“protection” afforded by the air valve solution. Uncontrolled priming of pipes is one of 
the most common causes of pipe burst. It is important that if this volume of air is allowed 
into the pipeline, the system is halted, and the pipeline re-primed in a controlled manner 
with priming velocities not exceeding 0.3m/s (International Rule of Thumb).  
 
5.3 Model runs are too short 
In situations where vacuum breakers are used to control minimum pressures it is quite 
common for run times to be too short to determine the subsequent expulsion of the air 
and the resulting pressure spikes. The use of vacuum breakers can solve the immediate 
problem of minimum pressures, but can then generate a more severe problem associated 
with the column separation. It is important that the full implications for the induced air 
are analysed. 
 
5.4 No weir model 
In view of the assumption that all the flow remains at the valve most air valve models do 
not behave coherently for even relatively small volumes of air entering the pipe. They 
accommodate a drop in pressure, but do not reliably represent the effective weir 
behaviour at the invert at high point. 
 
The following minimum surge envelope was generated using a hybrid boundary 
condition allowing for differing ventable volume up and downstream of the air valve, and 
accounting for the invert at the high point acting as a weir. This is a much more complex 
boundary condition than exists in most simulation packages but creates more realistic 
behaviour in a drain down reprime situation. 

 



 
Figure 14 MaxMin Piezometric envelope for an air valve boundary incorporating 
weir condition and up and downstream storage. 

 
5.5 Fully primed startup 
It is very common; to see surge analysis reports in which the analysis considers a fully 
primed startup. In the absense of an air vessel, this generally would not generate more 
pressure than the closed valve head from the pump and so is generally a completely 
pointless exercise unless there is some way to model the sudden priming of the system 
downstream. 
 
5.6 Too large timestep and no intermediate nodes 
Many surge analyses involving air valves use transient models in which there are no 
intermediary points between air valves. This modelling approach gives a false sense of 
security to the designer, showing minimal deviation below atmospheric pressure. If the 
modeller applies a small enough timestep to represent the high frequency oscillations 
between air valves and also to represent intermediate nodes, these appealing results 
usually generate more realistic and more severe minimum envelopes.  They can also give 
indication of potential air valve interaction. 
 
5.7 Drawdown in discharge riser 
It is common for a pipeline to include a high level discharge, and many modellers will 
incorporate this as a length of pipe with a high level reservoir. This does not correctly 
model the reality and can lead to some dangerous consequences. In a pump failure event, 
there is an elongation of the fluid/pipe system that occurs and then subsides or recoils. As 
it subsides, the level in the discharge riser will drop. In some systems this is sufficient to 
drop the sealing pressures on upstream air valves that causes them to leak. As a result the 
pipeline effectively drains at high points. This causes a potential contamination risk, but 
also a pressure surge event on startup as fluid columns recombine. 

 



6 RECOMMENDED APPROACH TO AIR VALVE S FOR SURGE 
PROTECTION 

In view of the above issues: 
1) It is important that the modeller has a good understanding of the limits of the 

computer model being used.  
2) Where possible the designer should avoid using air valves and vacuum breakers 

as primary pressure surge control. Only if there are no coherent alternative 
solutions and if air control can be reliably determined by the designer should 
their use be considered. This is generally restricted to low head high inertia 
systems such a cooling water systems. 

3) Where pressures do go sub-atmospheric, in the first instance, the modeller should 
design surge protection without air valve involvement, and then by modelling 
verify that air valves do not exacerbate the problem. 

4) In situations where a vacuum breaker/air valve provide the only realistic solution, 
the designer should proceed with much caution and undertake sensitivity 
analyses to determine the air volumes entering, the likelihood of successful 
prevention of cavitation, the potential impact of delayed opening, the 
subsequent expulsion and pressure rise and valve interaction, and the risk of 
poor sealing air valves under low pressures.  

5) The designer should avoid situations in which very large fluid inertias are being 
controlled on throttled expulsion (trying to stop a truck with a matchstick). 
Triple acting air valves can be very effective on risers where the rising column 
is short and a small increase in pressure will significantly reduce the flow, but 
safe design and commissioning of a solution depending on the triple acting air 
valve is challenging. 

6) Where pumping systems involve very large inertia in long large diameter 
pipelines, the designer should aim to maintain positive pressures and not allow 
air to enter the pipelines under transient scenarios. 

7) In systems where air entrainment is unavoidable, the modeller should run high 
resolution simulations with extensive intermediary nodes to ensure air valve 
interaction issues are not likely to occur. The modeller should also ensure that 
simulation runs allow for level effect and runtimes are long enough to ensure 
air expulsion. Ideally, in this circumstance, the designer should aim for a 
shutdown with a safe re-prime strategy. It may also be necessary to mitigate for 
contamination risk. 

7 TIPS AND TRICKS 

The paper has discussed some of the challenges faced by engineers attempting to reliably 
model pressure surges. There are a few tips and tricks that can be used to enable 
commercial modelling packages to assist the engineer in quantifying some of the issues 
associated with air valve deployment. 
 



7.1 Startup/Priming surges 
Firstly, the modelling of open channel behaviour in a pipeline is notoriously complex, 
and although sophisticated, most models will fail to achieve anything near the 
measurable accuracy one would typically expect from a 1D fixed time grid method of 
characteristics analysis. At the same time, the magnitude of pressure surges in a full 
conduit pressure transient are orders of magnitude higher than those in an open conduit. 
The transition from open channel flow to closed conduit represents a “moment of 
impact” which a conventional modelling suite is able to capture if the moment of impact 
is setup as an initial condition. 
 
The diagram below shows a common scenario that most modelling packages will fail to 
model properly because under steady conditions much of the pipeline beyond the high 
point will be empty or partially full.  
 

While computer modelling of 
the emptying section might 
be academically interesting, 
the design engineer is often 
only interested in what 
happens when the largest 
forces act on the pipeline, 
and this occurs at the instant 
the pipeline switches from a 
partially full state to full bore 
flow, and this is usually 
facilitated by an air valve. 
 
If the time for filling is long 
relative to the wave 
propagation speed, at the 

point of transition from partially full pipe to full bore pipe, the fluid upstream and 
downstream will be travelling at different velocities, but approximately consistent 
throughout their lengths. It is therefore possible to calculate the upstream and 
downstream velocities at impact using simple steady state analysis. A standard modelling 
package can do this by incorporating a dummy reservoir at the air valve with a fluid 
elevation equivalent to the fluid in the pipe immediately before the impact of the two 
fluid columns.  
 
The model can then calculate the pre-impact velocities and the impact can be created by 
the sudden closure of a dummy valve. 

Figure 15 A pipeline profile that will drain when the pump 
stops 



 
Figure 16 Modelled pipeline incorporates a dummy reservoir and valve to setup 
pre-impact velocities on startup. 

This model can also incorporate an air valve boundary condition that accounts level 
effect in the air valve so that the final expulsion of air through the air valve can be 
modelled.  

8 CONCLUSIONS 

The use of automatic air valves and vacuum breakers are essential on many pipeline 
systems. There is only limited potential to use air valves for primary pressure surge 
protection because of the risks of contamination and secondary pressure surges. 
However, there are circumstances in which the use of air valves and vacuum breakers in 
pressure surge control is unavoidable. This paper has illustrated some of the difficulties 
that arise in doing this, and provided approaches that can be used to improve the safety of 
air valve and vacuum breaker surge control implementations. 
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